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Introduction 
The purpose of this note is to give a set-theoretical characterization 
of the compactness operator on a given set (c.f. problem 1, [1}). 
More precisely, given a set X and an operator cr: 22X • 22x, necessary 
and sufficient conditions are obtained in order that cr be the compact-
22X 22X . . . ness operator p: • • Since our characterization uses a form of 
f.i.p., it is not the characterization that the authors of [1] desire. 
However, since it uses a weaker form of f.i.p. than is used in the 
definition of p, it is a step in the proper direction. 
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1. Definitions and basic properties. 
For the sake of completeness, we include the definitions that 
are used and a list of properties of p that are needed for our charact-
erization. We refer the reader to [1] and [2] for a more extensive 
study of p. X will be a fixed set throughout. 
Definitions: 1. If ~ f 22X, we let y ,,{) denote all arbitrary 
fl X X intersections of finite unions of members of /v. Thus, y: 22 + 22 
is an operator. 
22x 2. The compactness operator p: + 22
x 
is defined 
by the following: for each ,,0 6 22X, 
p ~= { y C. X I (/J + Tc.-Oand)V{Y} has f.i.p.• Yn(n)) + r/J} 
3. If ~ ,er€ 22\ then 
J /\ T = { s n T I s c ~ and T € ~} • 
X X 
4. If A, o: 22 + 22 , then A< o if and 
only if A ,,8 C o ~ for each~€ 22X. 
5. Multiplication of operators is just the usual 
composition of functions. 
PROPOSITION 1. The operators p and y satisfy the 
following properties: for each /2 € 22x, 
1. PY= P 
2. y~l\p,-0Cp ~. 
3. If r/J + 1"' c y ,0 /"\ p ~ and T has f. i. p. , then/\ er'+ (/J. 
4. For each Ac X, { Y J Y/"\A € p .-O}C p({A}/\,0). 
Proof. Properties 1, 2 and 3 are proved in [1] and are relations 
(3), (5) and (4), respectively, of that paper. 
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To see the last property, suppose that A CX and let Y C X with 
Y n A€ p ,i. Let (/J f ~c{A}I\ 4 with~\J{Y} having f.i.p •• It 
follows that~= {A}I\ ~l for some A, C ~, J 1 V {YI\A} has f.i.p., 
and~ f (/J. Since Y/1 AE p~, then (Y (\A) n(t\~) f (/J and so 
Y fl(/\~ f (/J. Hence Y € p({A}/\~). 
2. Chara.cter.ization of p. 
LEM!MA 1. Let cr 22X • 22X be an operator which satisfie$ the 
following properties: for each 4 6 22X, 
( 1 ) cry = cr 
(2) y ~ A cr 4 c cr ~~ 
(3) J:f (/J f 're y ~ ('icr ~ and 1"has f.i.p., then ll'S'f (/J. 
(4) For each A Cx, {YI Ytl A~ cr~}ccr({A}A~). 
Then cr < p. 
Proof. Let ,J € 22X with y 4 = /0. Let Y e cr A) and suppose that 
(/J fr-c,~ with':rV{Y} having f.i.p •• For each S€ CS-: (2) implies 
that Y" Sc cr 45/\,,,SC cr~. Since Y() (Yr,S) = Y"S; (4) implies that 
Yf'l Stcr({Y}A,,$) for each .-J(:S; i.e., {Y}A'Sccr ({Y}A~). 
Moreover, {Y}l\~C y ({Y}A,0). Since~v{Y} has f.i.p., {Y}/\'7/ 
is not empty and has f.i.p •• Thus (3) implies that /'\ ( {Y} A1) f (/J. 
It follows that Y E p ,.-5. Therefore we have that cr _,g C p ~ for all ~ 
such that y ,.e = ~ • For arbitrary .,,8 , ( 1 ) implies that 
cr ~ = cr ( y ~ ) C p ( y 4 ) = p .,-5 . Hence cr .::._ p • 
cr ·. 22X • 22X be THEOREM 1. Let an operator. Then cr = p if and 
only if cr satisfies the following properties: for each .A> e 22X, 
(1) cry= cr 
(2) y /4)/\cr./c) Ccr/2 
( 3) If (/J f ':)Cy ./c) /'\ cr ~ and 'r has f. i. p. , then (\ a' f (/J. 
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(4) For each ACX, {YI Yf\ Af o,I> }Co({A}" ~)'~-
( 5) Tf A 22X + 22X is an operator which also satisfies 
( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) , then A < o. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and Lemma 1. 
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